Fronto-temporal lobar degeneration: neuropathology in 60 cases.
Sixty cases of frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) were collected over 22 years. Brain weight was negatively correlated with disease duration. The neuronal and/or glial inclusions were labeled by anti-TDP, anti-FUS or anti-TAU antibodies, respectively, in 40, 3 and 12 cases. In the FTLD-TDP group, mutation of the progranulin gene was found in four cases (FTD-GRN), with nuclear, cat eye inclusions and severe neuronal loss in CA1 and subiculum. The motor neurons were involved in 27 cases (fronto-temporal dementia with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis = FTD-ALS). Familial FTD-ALS cases lived longer than sporadic ones. In nine cases, there was no ALS, no GRN mutation (FTD-NAP). The cases in the FTD-ALS and FTD-NAP subgroups were of Sampathu type 2 (TDP-positive inclusions located mostly in cell bodies and short neurites) with the exception of five cases which belonged to type 1 (long TDP-positive neurites in the superficial layers of the cortex). All of the FTLD-FUS of this series cases were affected by neuronal intermediate filament inclusion disease (NIFID). They were young. The survival was short. In the FTLD-tau group, mutations P301P (previously not recognized as pathogenic), P301L and S305N were identified. Pick disease (n = 5) appeared as a homogeneous sporadic disorder. The current nomenclature allows the neuropathological classification of nearly all the cases of FTD. The prevalence of the different types of FTD is tightly linked to the recruitment. This series was enriched in motor neuron disease (explaining the overall predominance of type 2 TDP inclusions).